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DELIVERING THE FUTURE OF COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS

AEROSPACE
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The aircraft industry remains at the forefront of the adoption of composite solutions for an increasing range of
components. With over 30 years experience, Gurit understands the needs of the global aerospace industry. With
two ISO 9001 and EN 9100 certified production sites in Switzerland and Germany, dedicated to the manufacture
of aerospace materials in Switzerland and Germany, Gurit holds a leading position as a materials supplier to
the European aircraft and space industry and is expanding its presence to other global aerospace customers.
Gurit materials are qualified and used at various levels within the aerospace sector: from large structural
components in Airbus and Boeing models, to interior and flooring parts for smaller regional and non-commercial
aircraft, to space launch vehicles and helicopters. In addition, Gurit‘s high performing composite solutions are
used in the manufacture of the large payload fairings for the European Ariane 5, the Lockheed Martin Atlas v-500
rockets and the European launcher Vega - the payload fairings shelter the satellites before and during launch, and
from thermal, aerodynamic and acoustic effects on the flight through the atmosphere.
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¬ EH 420C: Fast curing epoxy system with very short curing
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CUSTOMISED PRODUCTS
Gurit‘s expertise in the manufacturing of
composite materials enables products to be
tailored to customers’ requirements. Gurit’s
engineered

prepregs

are

composed

of

¬ EH 250: Toughened epoxy system for highest impact
resistance
¬ EP 500; Tooling system for improved life cycle, perfect
surface quality and easy manufacturing of your tools
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